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Ã¢â‚¬Å“Charlie is a vibrant writer with an excellent voice and great world building.Ã¢â‚¬Â•

Ã¢â‚¬â€•Brandon Sanderson, author of Mistborn and The Way of Kings Seventeen-year-old

Smitha's wealth, status, and beauty make her the envy of her townÃ¢â‚¬â€•until she rejects a

strange manÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s marriage proposal and disastrous consequences follow. Smitha becomes

cursed, and frost begins to encompass everything she touches. Banished to the hills, hunted by

villagers, and chilled to the very core of her soul, she finds companionship with Death, who longs to

coax her into his isolated world. But Smitha's desire for life proves stronger than despair, and a

newfound purpose gives her hope. Will regrets over the past and an unexpected desire for a man

she cannot touch be enough to warm SmithaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s heart, or will Death forever still it?
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This was a book I committed to read years ago because I've read Charlie's works before and loved

her voice. Unfortunately, life got in the way. So apologies to Charlie, but I do fulfill my

commitments...eventually.I really loved the book. The conflict--a frozen girl, the need for survival, an



inability to share space with the living... Wow. I could not see a way this book was going to resolve

peacefully. It just wasn't possible, and that had me in knots. The antagonist is formidable and while

he appears likable at first, he had me worried.I absolutely loved the helplessness Smitha felt. She

made a believable journey from a presumptive, proud socialite, to a humble, selfless, self-sacrificing

woman. The evolution was very true to life.Content warning: CLEAN!

** spoiler alert ** This book blew my mind. I did not know what to expect out of this book when I

started it. I read a preview of it and decided to try it out. The author did an amazing job writing

detailed relatable characters who felt real to me. One of things I like most about this book is that we

meet Smitha and we learn her flaws, but the solution to her problem is not a man right off the bat. A

good amount of the book is about Smitha's struggles within herself and she spends a lot of time by

herself grappling with those problems. She deals with Death plaguing her and enticing her. This

concept reminds me a lot of the depression people face when going through struggles. Smitha is a

real person in her struggle with her problems, but she clings to life no matter how bad things get.I

love the world that the author has created with the many different characters and cultures. I like that

while had a supernatural element to it, that was not a prominent theme so much as character

development. By the end, I was hungry for more information. I fell in love with the main characters

and wanted to learn more about their lives going forward. That to me is the sign of a successful

book.Finally, I love that this is a fairly clean book! More rare nowadays. It is especially rare to find a

book about young adults searching for themselves and growing without graphic sexual content. I

love the main overarching theme of what love really is about: selflessness. This will probably be one

of my favorite books for many years to come!

***WARNING - SPOILERS AHEAD***I think this is the first story involving a redemption ARC where

I actually feel that the character in question didn't need to be punished. Hear me out: yes, Smitha is

not a very nice person; yes, she's spoiled and selfish and doesn't help out her family as much as

she should; yes, she's vain; yes, she turns down a strange man's proposal in a rather cruel way.

Smitha is guilty of being vain and self-centered...but no more so than most other teenage girls. Are

we bombarded with so many eerily perfect and uncannily nice female characters that we are

supposed to riot against the first portrayal of an actual flawed and selfish teenager? I mean, I was

no prize when I was a teen myself. I was actually unpleasantly surprised at the harshness of

Smitha's punishment - especially since it comes at the hands of a man who is essentially stalking

her. Smitha makes every attempt to avoid Mordan and he doggedly pursues her, approaching her



when she doesn't want to be approached, ingratiating himself with her family to get access to her...it

made me quite uncomfortable, actually, because I've been in a similar position, and women are told

by society that they have to be "nice" and let people down "easy." Well, sometimes that doesn't

work. Sometimes you have to be a "bitch" to get the message across. Did Smitha let him down as

easily as she could have? No. But then, I didn't really feel like she should have, and if it was mean

of her, she certainly shouldn't have been condemned to what should have been death and wasn't

only by the force of her own determination.Apart from that rather bitter note, I really enjoyed

FOLLOWED BY FROST. It has an old-fashioned feel to it, more typical of the fantasy novels I read

in the 80s and 90s, like Diana Wynne Jones's work or Gail Carson Levine's. Smitha is a teenage girl

who is cursed to be as cold as her heart when she unwittingly humiliates the wizard who's been

stalking - I mean courting - her. She becomes a girl of ice, followed by a savage and violent storm

wherever she goes, and is kicked out of her village because of the havoc it wreaks upon their

homes. Poor Smitha is doomed to wander in the wilderness, seeking out either the man who cursed

her or others like him and capable of removing the curse. She's hunted, chases by dogs, and then

condemned to loneliness in an icy cave. Well...not quite loneliness. She is followed by the

embodiment of Death, a mysterious being named Sadriel who seems determined to have her at all

costs, and ends up eventually coming to a kingdom far away. A kingdom that might need her

help.Smitha's development as a character was probably the best aspect of this book. I loved her

slow transformation, and felt like all of her reactions to the curse and its effects seemed very real.

Character arcs are my bread and butter in fiction; I love complex characterization that develops and

changes over the course of a story. And even if she is selfish, it's impossible not to root for Smitha.

The story is written in first person, so we're treated first hand to all of her internal struggles, and how

often she just wants to give up and succumb to her horrible fate because simply enduring it is such

a trial. Her constant discomfort, her inability to eat or drink solid food (it would freeze in her mouth),

her loneliness - all of these things made me feel terrible for her. I think the last book I read that

tortured the main character to this extent was Donna Jo Napoli's THE WAGER, a dark and Faustian

tale about a man who makes a deal with the devil that involves him not being able to bathe for a

year (and let me tell you, I have never taken a longer or more thorough shower than I did after

reading that book *shudder*). She is the most likable unlikable character I have ever read.Smitha's

love interest was also very likable. I don't want to spoil too much, but I will say that he is kind and

sweet and considerate and caring and masculine in a way that doesn't involve being a jerk - a rarity,

I think you'll agree. Sadriel, on the other hand, was intriguing but brutal...a real Jericho f*cking

Barrons, if you know what I mean. I didn't like how he hit Smitha, or got violent/mean with her. I also



didn't like how we never meet Mordan again, because eff that guy - I wanted to see Smitha get her

revenge on him. Instead, he gets off scot-free and gets to go back to his own kind and play with

magic? What kind of a moral is that? (Part of me was hoping that maybe Sadriel was actually

Mordan, which would make Sadriel's obsession with Smitha make sense, and Smitha would get her

revenge on them both in the end. I was disappointed. On both counts.) I also thought it was

unrealistic how everyone in Smitha's village would be all, "Yay, Smitha, you're back!" They were

happy enough to see her go, weren't they? At the very least, there ought to be some guilt, like, "Oh

no, she's back - and now she might want revenge because we were a-holes!" I certainly didn't

expect Smitha to be all happy to see the people who kicked her out cheerfully enough. Even her

own family weren't particularly upset to see her leave. And Smitha's supposed to be the selfish,

bitchy one here?Part of me wants to give this book a low rating, because I didn't realize until now

how annoyed I actually was by this book (really annoyed, apparently!), but I really did enjoy the

story and Smitha was a great narrator. I guess I will just choose to award my stars based on the

heroine and the story alone, and everyone else in the book gets -1,000,000 for being hypocritical

jerk-nozzles.3.5 to 4 out of 5 stars

I loved this story of a woman who is cursed, finds a way to live, and learns to reconstruct her life.

The story moves quickly, but realistically through the curse, how it affects her and what changes she

makes over time. I loved the characters.Smitha (who is cursed) meets Death - face to face over and

over. She finally is able to use her curse to help others. How she changes and what finally happens

makes this story an excellent book! I think it is particularly good for teenage girls, but its a great

book to read for any age!!
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